In sample surveys with sensitive items, sampled units may not respond or they respond untruthfully. Usually a negative answer is given when it is actually positive, thereby leading to an estimate of the population proportion of positives (sensitive proportion) that is too small. In our study, we have binary data obtained from the unrelated-question design, and both the sensitive proportion and the nonsensitive proportion are of interest. A respondent answers the sensitive item with a known probability, and to avoid non-identifiable parameters, at least two (not necessarily exactly two) different random mechanisms are used, but only one for each cluster of respondents. The key point here is that the counts are sparse (very small sample sizes), and we show how to overcome some of the problems associated with the unrelated question design. A standard approach to this problem is to use the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. However, because we consider only small sample sizes (sparse counts), the EM algorithm may not converge and asymptotic theory, which can permit normality assumptions for inference, is not appropriate; so we develop a Bayesian method. To compare the EM algorithm and the Bayesian method, we have presented an example with sparse data on college cheating and a simulation study to illustrate the properties of our procedure. Finally, we discuss two extensions to accommodate finite population sampling and optional responses.
Introduction
When people are asked sensitive (stigmatizing) questions, there is a tendency for them not to respond or to tell lies. For example, this occurs when questions are asked about annual income, tax evasion, insurance fraud, abortion and students' cheating. One way to reduce these effects is to use the technique of randomized response. In this approach to survey sampling, the randomization is not only in drawing the sample but also in obtaining the response, and there is an enormous literature. One possible design (Greenberg, Abu-Ela, Simmons and Horvitz 1969) is to ask an unrelated nonsensitive (innocuous) question in addition to the sensitive question. The respondents are asked to give an honest answer to one of the two questions selected according to a random mechanism, the essential features of the random mechanism being known to the investigator. This is an extension of the mirrored question design (Warner 1965) in which the respondents are asked the opposite question instead of the unrelated question. When randomized response techniques are used, a respondent's individual answer is not of interest, rather inference is needed for the population, finite or infinite (superpopulation). One needs to strike a compromise between efficiency and response burden but respondents' protection is paramount. Warner (1965) proposed the randomized response method as a survey technique to reduce potential bias due to nonresponse and social desirability when asking questions about sensitive behaviors and beliefs. The method asks respondents to use a randomization device, such as a coin flip, the outcome being unobserved by the interviewer. By introducing random noise, the randomized response method conceals individual responses and protects respondent privacy. As a result, respondents may be more inclined to answer truthfully. For a survey with large sample sizes, this procedure can be computationally assisted.
The proportions of people in the populations who answered "yes" to respectively the sensitive and unrelated (nonsensitive) questions are of interest in the superpopulation. It is well known that the normal equations (see Section 3) do not always provide estimates in [0, 1] . The expectation-maximization (EM) can do so, but it may fail to converge to the true value (e.g., Wu 1983) , especially when there are sparse counts from the unrelated question design. Moreover, because we are considering only small sample sizes, asymptotic theory to obtain proper confidence intervals that are based on normality is not appropriate. The Bayesian approach to the current problem requires no analytical approximations, although one needs to be careful to execute a Gibbs sampler.
Our paper demonstrates difficulties in running a Gibbs sampler for any randomized response design. Because there are weakly identified parameters, one needs to be careful to run a blocked Gibbs sampler. This issue has nothing to do with what software (e.g., SAS, R, Fortran, C) is used; it is just the algorithm that matters. Unnikrishnan and Kunte (1999) and Oh (1994) provided Bayesian analysis of the unrelated question design, but presumably they have not encountered any difficulties with running the Gibbs sampler because they did not study the convergence of the Gibbs sampler. The Gibbs sampler is not a black-box procedure, and convergence needs to be assessed very carefully. We demonstrate this issue in our paper.
Generally, the unrelated question design is run with exactly two samples (clusters). We can improve the efficiency of the unrelated question design by taking more clusters with smaller sample sizes. In some surveys, this can be a convenience. In fact, this is an additional contribution in our paper.
Throughout, we use the uniform prior because it leaves the likelihood function unchanged, and in this sense it is noninformative. We do not use general beta priors because the parameters of the beta priors need to be specified; we simply comment on how others have used beta priors. Informative priors require elicitation of additional parameters, and this is useful whenever the information is actually available.
The plan of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present a review of the literature of the unrelated question design. In Section 3, we show some difficulties associated with the analysis of the unrelated question design. In Section 4, we present the Bayesian methodology for at least two samples. In Section 5, we discuss empirical studies, where we use a small illustrative example on college cheating, and we describe a small simulation study to show the frequentist properties of the Bayesian model. In Section 6, we present concluding remarks and a discussion of two possible extensions. Blair, Imai, and Zhou (2015) gave an excellent review paper on randomized response techniques (RRT). They classified many of the designs into four types: mirrored question, forced response, disguised response, and unrelated question. For each type, they provide a brief explanation, an example, and a discussion about identification. All four designs make two key assumptions: (1) the randomization distribution is fully known to researchers, and (2) respondents comply with the instructions and answer the questions truthfully.
Unrelated Question Design and Extensions
In the mirrored question design (Warner 1965 ), a respondent is asked to perform a Bernoulli trial. If a success occurs, the respondent is asked to answer the sensitive question, otherwise the respondent is asked to answer the opposite of the sensitive question. Because a respondent has to answer 'yes' or 'no' to the question and its complement, both are sensitive, a natural drawback of the mirrored question design. In the unrelated question design (Greenberg, Abul-Ela, Simmons and Horvitz 1969) , a Bernoulli trial is performed, and if it is a success, the respondent is asked to answer the sensitive question, otherwise the respondent is asked to answer the unrelated question. The unrelated question design is a natural extension of the mirrored question design; the complement question is replaced by an unrelated (nonsensitive) question. The forced response design (Boruch 1971, Fox and Tracy 1986) , is like the unrelated question design, but there is no unrelated question. Two Bernoulli trials are performed. In the first trial, if a success occurs, the respondent is asked to answer the sensitive question ('yes' or 'no') ; otherwise a different Bernoulli trial is performed. If it is a success, the respondent must answer 'yes'; otherwise the respondent must answer 'no'. In the disguised design (Kuk 1990) , the respondent performs two Bernoulli trials. If the answer to the sensitive question is 'yes', report the answer from the first Bernoulli trial, otherwise report the answer from the second Bernoulli trial. This is like the mirrored question design but the answer to the sensitive question is not requested directly.
Researchers have worked on many extensions of Warner's randomized response techniques (RRT). Greenberg et al. (1969) , Folsom et al. (1973) , Christofides (2005) , Singh (2009), Mangat (1992) , Perri (2008) , Mahmood, Singh and Horn (1998), Kim and Warde (2004) are some of them. Chaudhuri and Mukerjee (1988) , Fox and Tracy (1986) and Tracy and Mangat (1996) and more recently Chaudhuri (2016) and Chaudhuri and Christofides (2013) have comprehensive discussions on RRT. Finally, see Johnson, Sedory and Singh (2016) .
It is important to use an optimal design. When both the probabilities of 'yes' of the sensitive question and the unrelated question are unknown (the case of interest here), we need at least two independent samples (it is standard practice to use exactly two samples). In one sample, a coin is tossed and the probability of "success" is p 1 and in the second sample a coin is tossed and the probability of "success" is p 2 . Greenberg, Abul-Ela, Simmons and Horvitz (1969) used a heuristic argument to suggest a choice of p 1 as .2 ± .1 or .8 ± .1 and p 2 = 1 − p 1 . Our data on college cheating were collected under this optimality criterion. Moors (1971) provided a more systematic study of optimality and showed that p 2 = 0. That is, the randomized experiment should be performed on a sample of n 1 individuals and a sample of n 2 individuals should only be asked the nonsensitive question and none of these should be asked the sensitive question; see also Lanke (1975) . This optimal design may not be convenient because the unrelated question might be a bit sensitive to some individuals. Moors (1971) also showed that the unrelated question design is more efficient than the mirrored question design, everything being equal. There are further increases in efficiency with mild addition of response burden. Mangat, Singh and Singh (1992) , Mangat and Singh (1990) , Mangat (1992) and Mangat (1994) introduced the two-stage designs. One design is an extension of the mirrored question design and another is an extension of the unrelated question design. For example, two different Bernoulli trials are performed. If the first Bernoulli trial is a success, the respondent answers the sensitive question. If the first trial is a failure, the respondent performs the second Bernoulli trial. If the second Bernoulli trial is a success, the respondents answer the sensitive question; otherwise the respondent answers the unrelated or opposite question depending on whether the mirrored question design or the unrelated question design is used. The two-stage design with the unrelated question is more efficient than the corresponding one for the mirrored question design and each is more efficient than the corresponding one-stage design (Mangat, Singh and Singh 1992 , Mangat and Singh 1990 , Mangat 1992 , Mangat 1994 .
We also mention nonrandomized designs that do not use random mechanisms as in the randomized designs. The crosswise and triangular designs (e.g., Tang 2009, Tian, Yuen, Tang and ) can be viewed as extensions of the unrelated question design because each of them has a sensitive (stigmatizing) question and an unrelated nonsensitive question. Let X be a binary sensitive variable and W denote a nonsensitive variable X = 0 or W = 0 are 'nos' and X = 1 or W = 1 are 'yeses'. In the crosswise design, a respondent is asked to answer 'yes' to X = 1, W = 1 or X = 0, W = 0 and 'no' otherwise. In the triangular design, a respondent is asked to answer 'no' to X = 0, W = 0 and 'yes' to X = 0, W = 1 or X = 1, W = 1 or X = 1, W = 0. As in the unrelated question design, if both probabilities are unknown, two samples are needed. There are similar difficulties for estimation and multiple answers are proposed (e.g., Groenitz 2017); the key gain is a random mechanism is not needed. Greenberg, Kuebler, Abernathy and Horvitz (1971) and Eriksson (1973) extended the unrelated question model of Greenberg, Abul-Ela, Simmons and Horvitz (1969) to the case in which the response is quantitative. There is also a large literature on quantitative (continuous) responses but they are not appropriate for our study.
Prior information about the unknown parameters is sometimes obtainable and can be used along with the sample information for estimation of that unknown parameter. This is the Bayesian approach of estimation. There are not many works within the Bayesian paradigm of randomized response models. Nonetheless, attempts have been made on the Bayesian analysis of randomized response techniques. Winkler and Franklin (1979) gave an approximate Bayesian analysis of Warner's mirrored design, O'Hagan (1987) derived Bayesian linear estimators for the unrelated question design, and Oh (1994) used data augmentation to introduce latent variables to Gibbs sampling of the mirrored design, the unrelated question design and the two-stage design with binary and polychotomous responses. Unnikrishnan and Kunte (1999) performed a similar Bayesian analysis for the unrelated question design and provided a unified Bayesian analysis for the mirrored question design and the unrelated question design. These papers did no discuss the performance of the Gibbs sampler for the unrelated question design perhaps because the sample sizes they considered are much larger. Groenitz (2015) obtained a Bayesian analysis for polychotomous and categorical sensitive items; our interest here is on the unrelated question design for a single sensitive item. Also, Tian, Yuen, Tang and Tan (2009) proposed Bayesian approaches to non-randomized response models without using randomized mechanisms; in non-randomized designs (crosswise and triangular), random mechanisms are not used and they may be more efficient than their randomized response counterparts; see, for example, Tan, Tian and Tang (2009) . Most recently, Song and Kim (2017) gave a Bayesian analysis of two rare unrelated questions (i.e., Poisson modeling rather Binomial modeling). Jayraj, Odumade and Singh (2017) obtained a new quasi empirical Bayes approach; this method is a full Bayesian approach except that the parameters of their beta prior distributions must be specified. However, these researchers were not generally concerned about sparse counts that are of particular interest in our work.
Finally, we note that in 2017, there was a special issue on randomized response techniques in the Journal of Statistics and Applications in honor of Warner. Many of these fifteen papers cover extensions of the mirrored question design and the unrelated question design. Randomized designs for both qualitative and quantitative data were discussed. There are extensions of the unrelated question design to optional response (e.g., Dass and Chhabra, 2017) and to inverse unrelated question design used for additional privacy protection (Dihidar and Basu 2017) . But most of the papers are on designbased analyzes, generally true in randomized response analyzes. In at least one paper, Shaw and Chaudhuri (2017) , an empirical Bayes approach, not a Bayesian approach, was used. It is worth noting here that the empirical Bayes approach, like the EM algorithm, generally underestimates variability though.
Our interest is different from the above mentioned works in three ways. First, we are considering very sparse counts obtained from the unrelated question design where we cannot put any reliance on asymptotic normality and the EM algorithm might fail to converge. Second, to help alleviate the problem of sparse counts, we are extending the unrelated question design to accommodate at least two samples with at least two different random mechanisms. Third, for sparse counts, we are providing a full Bayesian analysis by using uniform prior distributions for the proportions of respondents having the sensitive and nonsensitive traits respectively. This is convenient because the likelihood function and the posterior density are the same, thereby providing a fair comparison of the Bayesian method and the frequentist method based on the EM algorithm. Of course, one can improve inference using informative priors (e.g., Beta(α, β) with α and β specified). This prior is equivalent to adding a number of observations, and in effect reducing the sparseness of the counts.
Difficulties of the Unrelated Question Design
We discuss some difficulties arising in the analysis of the unrelated question design that has two unknown parameters. We consider the situation where two Bernoulli trials are performed with success probabilities p 1 and p 2 . Both proportions, π 1 and π 2 , of people with the sensitive characteristic and the nonsensitive characteristic respectively are of interest.
We consider the first problem of the design-based estimator. The standard model is
Let a s = y s /n s , s = 1, 2, be the MLE of p s π 1 + (1 − p s )π 2 . Then, one can find the MLEs of π 1 and π 2 by solving the two equations, a s = p sπ1 + (1 − p s )π 2 , s = 1, 2, called the normal equations, whereπ 1 andπ 2 are respectively MLEs of π 1 and π 2 provided thatπ 1 andπ 2 lie in (0, 1) (may not happen). We call this the design-based approach and the estimators,π 1 andπ 2 , design-based estimators.
It can be shown that for p 1 < p 2 thatπ 1 andπ 2 lie in (0, 1) provided that
This is a tight condition especially for small sample sizes that are of interest here. Therefore,π 1 andπ 2 may not lie in (0, 1), and this is, indeed, disturbing. Lee, Sedory and Singh (2013) considered the problem of developing minimum sample size requirements for different randomized response models based on guessed values of the parameters of interest and on the randomization device parameters being used in collecting the datasets. They found that very large sample sizes are needed to get an admissible estimate of the required proportion of a sensitive attribute. Our interest is in sparse counts (small sample sizes).
Of course, one can find the MLEs (possibly local maxima) of π 1 and π 2 by minimizing the negative of the log-likelihood function subject to the constraint that they must lie in [0, 1] and this can be done using the Nelder-Mead algorithm (e.g., Erhardt, Nandram and Choi 2012) , which is a versatile iterative procedure and it has been used for many statistical problems of this kind. Yet another approach, in the spirit of the design-based estimators, one can minimize ∑ 2 s=1 | a s − {p sπ1 + (1 − p s )π 2 } | overπ s , s = 1, 2 subject to the constraint 0 <π s < 1, s = 1, 2 again using the Nelder-Mead algorithm.
The more popular way, the expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster, Laird and Rubin 1977) can be used to obtain values in [0, 1], possibly MLEs. A book-length discussion of the EM algorithm and its extensions is presented by McLachlan and Krishnan (2008) . As is well-known, if one uses the inverse Hessian matrix, evaluated at the mode, to estimate the standard error, there is a possible underestimation of the standard error as we will see empirically. This is a difficulty that the Bayesian method can overcome. We note that the EM algorithm was applied to randomized response (e.g., Bourke and Moran 1988) .
The second problem is in getting sensible interval estimators. Because we consider small sample sizes, asymptotic results (e.g., normality assumption) are not appropriate or can be inaccurate. Therefore, the estimates of π 1 and π 2 will not be normally distributed and so interval estimators are not available. Of course, we can write down interval estimators, and these intervals may be too narrow and they may not have the nominal coverage. Again, the Bayesian method can fix this problem as it takes into account all sources of variability and the uncertain assumption of normality to construct confidence intervals is not needed.
The third problem is thatπ 1 andπ 2 can be highly correlated, and this can cause computational instability. This is also disturbing because π 1 and π 2 are completely unrelated. It is true that
One way to reduce this correlation is to increase the sample size, but this may be costly and prohibitive (or infeasible). Nevertheless, this is a useful result because it warns us to be cautious in running a Gibbs sampler as there will be the weak mixing phenomenon. Similar issues can arise when the EM algorithm is used. Again, the Bayesian method can work with this correlation, provided an efficient blocked Gibbs sampler is constructed.
The design-based estimators obtained by solving the normal equations for MLEs will not necessarily produce MLEs; some truncation will be necessary, and when such truncation is performed, the ad hoc values obtained, 0 or 1, are not really MLEs.
[Negative values are set to zero and values larger than one are set to one in an ad hoc manner.] The EM algorithm can actually converge to a value that is not the MLE, but by construction, it will produce a value in [0, 1]; e.g., see Wu (1983) . At any rate, the Bayesian method does not have these difficulties. There are additional benefits of the Bayesian method in that we can incorporate appropriate prior information about π 1 and π 2 by using a prior distribution that is Beta(α, β), where α and β must be specified (e.g., see Unnikrishnan and Kunte 1999) . We cannot be sure about the magnitudes of α and β, unless we do have the appropriate prior information that may be available in some applications.
Generally, it is difficult to specify α and β. In the comparisons, to make the EM algorithm and the Bayesian method as similar as possible, we will use independent uniform prior distributions (i.e., Beta(1, 1)) for π 1 and π 2 . One additional advantage of the Bayesian method is that it can provide interval estimators very easily.
As a summary, an objective Bayesian method can solve these problems. It is worth noting that we are not saying that the Bayesian method is the only one that can do so. As we noted, the EM algorithm can fail to converge to the MLEs and it is difficult to get the right standard errors, especially for small sample sizes. We provide evidence to show the better of these two competitors.
Bayesian Methodology
In this section, we discuss the Bayesian methodology to analyze data from a randomized response application. We discuss the analysis of sparse counts sampled from a single population using the unrelated question design. We assume that there are g clusters (samples) of individuals, and the respondents within each cluster toss the same random mechanism, but the respondents in different clusters toss possibly different random mechanisms. Because we are studying two items, we need at least two distinct random mechanisms (i.e., at least two clusters, more the better). The unrelated question design has not been run before with more than two samples. In this paper, we are not interested in combining data from a number of small areas, but rather we are interested in a single population. Nandram and Yu (2019) has an example on small area estimation and there are more complicated extensions of the unrelated question design in Yu (2019) .
Let p j denote the probability that the sensitive item is selected for the j th cluster of respondents interviewed, where n j is the number of respondents in the j th cluster, j = 1, . . . , g ≥ 2. Note that p j is known for the j th cluster interviewed. Let π 1 and π 2 denote respectively the probabilities of a 'yes' for the sensitive question and the nonsensitive question. Then the probability of getting a 'yes' answer from a respondent in the j th cluster is p j π 1 + (1 − p j )π 2 and a 'no' answer is
. Under random sampling, letting y j denote the number of 'yeses' obtained, we have
where the number of different random mechanisms can be g. Then, the joint probability mass function of ỹ = (y 1 , . . . , y g ) ′ is
Among the g clusters, we assume that there at least two distinct p j .
It is worth noting that this is a more general model than the one discussed in the literature with just two random mechanisms. By introducing more than two random mechanisms (samples), we can improve the efficiency of the unrelated question design. Clearly, this is better than the standard unrelated question design with two samples and it is more convenient to get responses from smaller groups.
For a full Bayesian analysis, we assume a priori π s iid ∼ Uniform(0, 1), s = 1, 2; the posterior density is the same as the likelihood function. However, because of the sparseness of the data, posterior inference may be sensitive to this assumption, and one may need to use a more informative prior (subject to availability). Jayraj, Odumade and Singh (2017) and Unnikrishnan and Kunte (1999) used more general beta priors, but they need to specify the parameters and, of course, there is uncertainty in doing so. Other possibilities are Jeffreys' prior (not much different from the uniform prior) and Haldane's prior that may cause posterior impropriety with zero counts of 'yeses' or 'nos'. Yet another useful prior is π 1 , π 2 ind ∼ Uniform(0, 1), π 1 < π 2 (i.e., order statistics from a uniform distribution) that can allow borrowing of strength across π 1 and π 2 . In the college cheating application, this is a realistic piece of prior information. However, for a fair comparison withe EM algorithm, we use the prior π s iid ∼ Uniform(0, 1), s = 1, 2.
There are at least two methods to get estimators of π 1 and π 2 within the Bayesian paradigm. First, one can use a grid method to draw π 1 and π 2 separately. This can be done by numerically integrating out one of them, say π 2 , and then draw π 1 using a grid. Then, draw π 2 conditional on π 1 using a grid again. Or, to avoid the numerical integration, one can draw from a bivariate grid on (π 1 , π 2 ) (more computer storage and time are required). Second, one can introduce latent variables as a data augmentation and use the Gibbs sampler; e.g., see Oh (1994) . It is convenient that this latter method allows implementation of the more efficient Rao-Blackwellized estimators.
Using the latent variables (z j , w j ), j = 1, . . . , g, the joint posterior density is
Here, for the sensitive question, respectively z j and w j can be interpreted as the number of "yeses" among the y j "yeses" and the number of "nos" among the n j − y j "nos".
For any proper priors on π 1 and π 2 , the joint posterior density of π 1 , π 2 , z, w | ỹ is proper because it is proportional to a product of binomial probability mass functions that are all bounded by unity. We have taken π 1 , π 2 ind ∼ Beta(1, 1) (i.e., uniform prior, making the likelihood function and the posterior density the same).
We use a blocked Gibbs sampler that is easy to run because the conditional posterior densities are all in simple forms, z j | π 1 , π 2 , y j ind ∼ Binomial{y j , p j π 1 p j π 1 + (1 − p j )π 2 }, j = 1, . . . , g,
Note that given π 1 , π 2 , y j , the z j and w j are independent. That is, all the (z j , w j ) are run in a single block, as part of the blocked Gibbs sampler. More importantly, letting
Again, it is convenient that, given z · , w · , y · , π 1 and π 2 are independent and they are beta random variables. Essentially, for j = 1, . . . , g, given π 1 , π 2 and y j , (z j , w j ) are all drawn at once (a single block), and given z · , w · and y · , (π 1 , π 2 ) are drawn at once (a single block). That is, the blocked Gibbs sampler is performed with two blocks.
This independence is important because it provides a better mixing Gibbs sampler than if they were correlated. One needs to be careful in running any Gibbs sampler. However, it is important to note that the conditional density function of π 1 is a function of the missing data, z · , w · , but not a function of the observed data, y · ; so that π 1 is weakly identified. This will also impact the estimation of π 2 . One way to get around this problem is to use a large number of runs with substantial thinning in the blocked Gibbs sampler.
However, we can obtain Rao-Blackwellized estimators (smallest mean squared errors) of π 1 and π 2 because
as follows. Let (z (h) j , w (h) j ), j = 1, . . . , g, h = 1, . . . , M, denote a random sample of size M from the posterior density, π(z, w | ỹ), obtained from the Gibbs sampler. Then, the Rao-Blackwellized density estimator of π(π 1 , π 2 | ỹ) is
It follows that the Rao-Blackwellized posterior means of π 1 and π 2 are
Similar formulas, which are a bit cumbersome, can be written down for the posterior variances.
The first method, using grids, does not allow Rao-Blackwellization. This is an important issue because Rao-Blackwellization provides improved estimators beyond the ordinary Monte Carlo sample mean. This was not discussed in the Bayesian approach of the analysis of data from the unrelated question design in Oh (1994) , Jayraj, Odumade and Singh (2017) and Unnikrishnan and Kunte (1999) .
Empirical Studies
In Section 5.1, we describe an application on college cheating and, in Section 5.2, we perform a simulation study to assess the performance of the Bayesian model. Our main objective is to compare the Bayesian method via the Gibbs sampler and the frequentist method via the EM algorithm.
Illustrative Example
The data on college cheating were collected by a social science professor at a small University. This is an important practical issue because college cheating has become a serious problem in the US (e.g., Shon 2006 and Jones 2011).
International Journal of Statistics and Probability Vol. 8, No. 5; 2019 The professor asked the students in the class to carry out the survey and find 20-30 different students on campus to ask these questions. He told them to be certain that this is the first time the respondent is doing this questionnaire. The students in the class were divided into teams of 2-3 to make 11 teams and they were asked to visit various locations (campus center, library, fitness center, food courts, etc.) on campus to carry out the survey.
The students were given specific instructions as follows.
"When each of you collect the data, you would need to use at least two different random mechanisms. This has to be done because both the probabilities for a 'yes' answer of the sensitive question and the nonsensitive questions are assumed to be unknown. For example, if you use a six-sided die, you may take 1 or 2 for the sensitive question and 3, 4, 5, or 6 for the nonsensitive question for some students and 1,2, 3, or 4 for the sensitive question and 5 or 6 for the nonsensitive question for other students. You must not use the same random mechanism for all the students you interviewed; the example just discussed has two random mechanisms. However, you must record which mechanism you use for a particular student. You would ask each student to toss the die, and answer honestly, 'yes' or 'no', to the question that turns up, but the student must not tell you which question she/he is answering. When you interview the students, you must ensure that they are giving you independent answers. If you enjoy collecting the data, you may try a third random mechanism."
Note that the nonsensitive question is a bit sensitive and the optimal design was not used; see Moors (1971) . The experiment was performed at 11 locations on campus. There are more descriptions of these data in Nandram and Yu (2017) .
However, the data are confidential, so we can only present a limited view. Except for one location, where three samples were taken, two samples were taken from all locations. The smallest number of students sampled is from a location with 18, 9 per sample. The largest number of students sampled is from another location with 30, 20 from one sample and 10 from the other sample. Therefore, the counts are indeed very small (sparse counts).
When we fit the Gibbs sampler to the data from each location, we ran 20, 000 iterations, used 5000 as a "burn-in" and picked every 15 th thereafter. Again, this long run is needed because π 1 is weakly identified. For this sample, all the autocorrelations are nonsignificant, effective sample sizes are 1000 for all locations except two of them, which were nearly 800 (acceptable) for π 1 and π 2 . The Geweke test of stationarity did not reject stationarity. The computations for the 11 locations took just less than one minute. Thus, the Gibbs sampler performed very well for all cases despite the long run that is needed.
We study convergence of the EM algorithm. Letπ t denote the value of π 1 or π 2 after the t th iteration of the EM algorithm. We consider |π t −π t−1 | π t−1 ≤ .001 to assess convergence. Typically in this application, if the EM algorithm converges, this criterion is met after 10-20 iterations. If the criterion is not met at 100 iterations of the EM algorithm, we declare that the EM algorithm has not converged, and the current value is selected. We observed four cases in which there are no convergence for locations 3, 4, 6 and 11, and these are for π 1 , the more important parameter. In Table 1 and Table 2 , we present some results for inference about π 1 and π 2 .
First, in Table 1 , we compare the design-based estimators by solving the normal equations and the estimators obtained from the EM algorithm. Some of the design based estimators are not good; they are mostly out of range, and therefore, the SE, CV and correlation are all incorrect. Of course, one can truncate these estimators to [0, 1] as is usually recommended for design-based estimators (e.g., a negative estimate is set to 0 and an estimator larger than 1 is set to 1). However, the EM algorithm does a relatively much better job, although one cannot be sure that EM algorithm really converges to the correct value, but it is good to see these estimates because they appear reasonable. In the note to Table 1 , we have combined all 11 cases into a single data set (i.e., we assume a single (π 1 , π 2 ) for all 11 cases). Here, the EM algorithm converges very quickly in 15 iterations. Using the EM algorithm, the overall estimates (standard errors) for π 1 and π 2 are respectively .279 (.067) and .798 (.037). Therefore, one can believe these estimates, but with respect to π 1 , those for cases 3 and 11 appear to be out of line; the EM algorithm does not converge for case 3. However, note that the EM algorithm has done the right truncation in cases 3 and 11 (5.700 becomes 1.000 and -.556 becomes 0.000, actually MLEs). Table 2 , we compare the estimates from the EM algorithm and the Bayesian method. Note that the Bayesian method provides much more reasonable estimates, standard errors and coefficient of variations than the EM algorithm. The estimates are similar in some cases. Also, we can see that the absolute correlations between π 1 and π 2 are larger for the Bayesian model; the EM algorithm tends to underestimate variability. We note that the answers from the combined data are very similar except that the posterior standard deviations are larger than the standard errors under the EM algorithm.
Second, in
Third, in Table 3 , we provide a comparison of the Gibbs sampler with a numerical integration method that gives random samples without latent variables rather than a Markov chain sample with latent variables. Let π(π 1 , π 2 | ỹ) denote the joint posterior density of (π 1 , π 2 ) without the latent variables. Then, π(π 1 , π 2 | ỹ) = π 1 (π 1 | π 2 , ỹ)π 2 (π 2 | ỹ), where π 2 (π 2 | ỹ) = ∫ 1 0 π(π 1 , π 2 | ỹ)dπ 1 .
We use Gauss-Legendre quadrature with 100 roots to do the integration at each choice of a grid of points of π 2 in [0, 1], and the grid method is used to draw π 2 . For each draw of π 2 , π 1 is drawn from π 1 (π 1 | π 2 , ỹ) using a grid method. We use 100 grid points in both cases. Table 3 shows that the method based on the Gibbs sampler is very close to the random sampler (numerical method), thereby showing that we have a very efficient Gibbs sampler. Although this problem is somewhat simple, the blocked Gibbs sampler is highly efficient for more complicated problems. Our next step is to perform a simulation study to see if the Bayesian method is actually better than the EM algorithm. Our strategy is to show that the Bayesian method performs very well in terms of absolute relative bias and coverage. We show that the EM algorithm usually converges to the right value, but sometimes it does not (this is the uncertainty we worry about).
Simulation Study
We run a simulation study to assess the performance of the Bayesian method. Our objective is modest and we want to study the frequentist properties of the Bayesian method and to compare it with the EM algorithm. For these purposes, we consider two scenarios, one with sparse counts and the other with several samples of these sparse counts, to obtain a more favorable outcome of the EM algorithm.
The design plan is as follows. First, we set π 1 = .35 and π 2 = .65, similar to the estimates from the real data on college cheating. We have selected g ∼ Uniform(2, 5), and there are 2 − 5 samples in each of ten clusters (groups) of data. For each sample, we have taken the sample size n j ∼ Uniform(10, 20) , reflecting small sample sizes. We have taken p j ∼ Uniform(.10, .30) for j = 1, 3, 5 and p j ∼ Uniform(.70, .90) for j = 2, 4 consistent with a version of optimality. These parameters are held fixed throughout the experiment.
The simulated counts are obtained as follows. For j = 1, . . . , g, we draw U ∼ Uniform(0, 1); if U ≤ p j , we draw I ∼ Bernoulli(π 1 ); otherwise we draw I ∼ Bernoulli(π 2 ). For j = 1, . . . , g, we perform this procedure n j times (sample size) to get y j , the number of 'yeses'. We use 1,000 runs; each run has ten clusters.
To compare the performance of the EM algorithm and the Bayesian method, we compare two scenarios in which (a) for each individual run (cluster), our model has a single pair of (π 1 , π 2 ), a total of 10,000 runs and (b) for the combined run (ten clusters) our model has a single pair of (π 1 , π 2 ), a total of 1,000 runs.
We fit each of the 10, 000 simulated runs using the Bayesian model and the EM algorithm in exactly the same manner as described for the data on college cheating. For each of the 10, 000 simulated runs, we performed the Geweke test of stationarity, calculated the effective sample sizes and the auto-correlations. We found that the performance of the Gibbs sampler was satisfactory in all cases. We did the same for the 1000 combined runs (ten clusters each) and got very good performance. For the combined data, the EM algorithm converges for all 1,000 runs. Each of the 10,000 runs took 0.059 second and each of the 1,000 runs took .230 second on our Solar Cluster; these include the EM algorithm as well. For the 10,000 runs, there were 230 runs (just about 2% of the runs) in which the EM algorithm did not converge for π 1 but there were no convergence issues for π 2 . For the 230 runs with convergence issues, π 1 converges to 0.000 far from the truth of π 1 = .35. The Gibbs sampler performed better with estimates of π 1 around .20, not quite .35 though.
We computed the posterior means (PM), posterior standard deviations (PSD), the numerical standard errors (NSE), the 95% HPD intervals and its width, and the correlation between π 1 and π 2 for all locations. Then, at a macro level, we take the averages and standard errors for all quantities over all simulated runs and all locations. Specifically, we calculated the bias, B = (PM − T ), absolute relative bias, ARB =| PM − T | /T , and the posterior root mean squared error, PRMS E = √ (PM − T ) 2 + PS D 2 , where T denotes the true proportion, π 1 or π 2 (known by simulation). With respect to the intervals, we computed their average width (Wid) and the coverage C, which is the proportion of intervals containing the true value in the 1000 simulated runs. We also computed the average of the correlations between π 1 and π 2 . We computed similar quantities for the EM algorithm, where for convenience, we use the notation where the PM is the MLE, the PSD is the standard error, and the 95% confidence interval is PM ± 1.96PS D (assuming normality).
In the next two tables, we will provide numerical standard errors as subscripts. This is an idea that was advised by an editor of the Journal of the American Statistical Association in Nandram and Choi (2002 a) . This notation was used in many other papers because it is convenient and elegant.
In Table 4 , we present summaries for π 1 . First, consider groups 1-10. Bias is smaller for the EM algorithm than the Bayesian method; the Bs are closer to zero, but they are both close to zero. We notice that the PSDs are mostly smaller than those from the EM algorithm; otherwise they are reasonably close. However, ARB and PRMSE are smaller for the Bayesian method. The Wids are mostly similar; intervals for Bayesian method are generally shorter than those from the EM algorithm. But what matters is coverage and the Cs under the Bayesian method are closer to the nominal value of .95. Second, for the combined runs, the two approaches are close, but again the Bayesian method has better coverage (.938 versus .916). Therefore, for inference about π 1 , particularly for sparse counts, the Bayesian method is preferred.
In Table 5 , we present summaries for π 2 , the less important parameter. First, consider groups 1-10. Again bias is smaller for the EM algorithm than the Bayesian method; the Bs are closer to zero, both are close to zero, and they are all negative for the Bayesian method and two of them are positive for the EM algorithm. For π 2 , the PSDs are larger under the Bayesian method; the EM algorithm generally underestimates variability. However, ARBs are smaller, but PRMSEs are larger, for the Bayesian method. The Wids for the EM algorithm are much smaller, thereby making the coverage much too small; the coverage for the Bayesian procedure are much closer to the nominal value of .95. Second, for the combined runs, the two approaches are close, but now the Bayesian method has much better coverage (.945 versus .792). Therefore, again for inference about π 2 , particularly for sparse counts, the Bayesian method is preferred, at least with respect to two measures, absolute relative bias and coverage.
Finally, we have looked at the correlations between π 1 and π 2 averaged over the number of runs. For both the Bayesian method and the EM algorithm, the standard errors are smaller than .002. The correlations for the EM algorithm are smaller in magnitude. This is due to the underestimation of the correlation matrix of π 1 and π 2 , but these correlations are not as large in magnitude as for the real data on college cheating.
Concluding Remarks
We have shown how to analyze data from the unrelated question design using a Bayesian method. In particular, we have shown how to provide an efficient blocked Gibbs sampler; Unnikrishnan and Kunte (1999) and Oh (1994) did not emphasize the construction of an efficient Gibbs sampler and no diagnostic tests were demonstrated. We have pointed out several problems associated with design-based method and the EM algorithm for this problem with sparse data, and we have shown how the Bayesian method can overcome these problems. This is evident in our example on college cheating and our simulation study.
In a moderate-size simulation study, we have shown that the Bayesian method via the Gibbs sampler is preferred over the frequentist method via the EM algorithm. The EM algorithm does not always converge, although it does most of the time. But it is important to remove this uncertainty using the Bayesian method so that proper inference can be made. The Gibbs sampler always converges, albeit with very long runs, but the running time is not significant. We have shown that the Bayesian method out performs the EM algorithm in terms of absolute relative bias and coverage.
We consider two extensions, one to finite population sampling and other to optional responses. For randomized response designs, estimation of finite population quantities (means, totals) is not as straight forward in the non-Bayesian method as in the Bayesian method. Incorporating optional responses into the unrelated question design can provide improved inference. We have not considered very complicated extensions; Yu (2019) considered extensions to multinomial models with arbitrary correlation structure for small areas, starting with the approximations in Nandram (1998) .
Our first extension is how to do prediction in a finite population under simple random sampling without selection bias. We have actually estimated the parameters π 1 and π 2 , and to make inference about the finite population proportions, we need an additional computational step. Once our individual-area model is fit, we will obtain π 1 and π 2 . Therefore, letting N the total number of individuals in the finite population, the total number of "yeses" are
Then, the finite population proportion P s = X s /N, s = 1, 2, and inference about the P s can be made in a straight forward manner under the Bayesian model. It is worth noting that we need to sample the entire population of binary variables, not just the non-sample binary variables. Of course, we are assuming that there is no selection bias.
Our second extension is to optional responses. Gupta, Tuck, Gill and Crowe (2013) showed how to accommodate binary data under the optional unrelated question design. In this design, if the sensitive question does not stigmatize a respondent, then she/he is given the option to answer it directly (without using a random mechanism). We assume that some respondents will exercise this option and others will not, and those, who do not choose this option, will follow the unrelated question design. In addition to the parameters in the unrelated question design, we also have the sensitivity-level parameter, which is the probability that a respondent chooses the unrelated question design. This option improves the efficiency of the unrelated question design because not everyone will use the random mechanism (i.e., less noise). There are actually two cases, one in which we know who exercise the option and the other in which we do not know who exercise this option; Gupta, Tuck, Gill and Crowe (2013) researched this latter case using the frequentist approach, and we have been studying both cases using the Bayesian method.
Finally, we have found that for the unrelated question design, inference about π 1 and π 2 is sensitive to the random mechanism and the unrelated question, especially for small sample sizes. This problem is important and it needs future attention. NOTE: All entries are in (0,1) in magnitude and they are averages of the 1000 runs. The notation a b means that a is the average and b is the standard error. Group 11 has ten runs combined. Under the EM algorithm, PSD refers to standard error. NOTE: All entries are in (0,1) in magnitude and they are averages of the 1000 runs. The notation a b means that a is the average and b is the standard error. Group 11 has ten runs combined. Under the EM algorithm, PSD refers to standard error.
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